
                                                 No.AIBSNLEA/CTD/Prob/2015-16                                      Date:  18/05/2015    
To 

The Chief General Manager 

B SNL/Calcutta Telephones 

“Telephone Bhavan” 

Kolkata – 700 001 

Sub:  Acute Problems in Calcutta Telephones 

Respected Sir, 

 I would like to draw your kind attention about few crucial problems which will affect the work atmosphere of our Circle. 

01 JTO Officiating Case :  In CTD the Screen Test Qualified & Phase-I Trained TTAs are given the 

charge of JTOs in the officiating status and they are working as an executives for the few years.  

Their officiating spell is being renewed from time to time as per departmental norms but in the 

last occasion the renewal order was issued after a gap of approximately two months and moreover 

the renewal was made from the current date. The cause of this inordinate delay is best known to 

the administration.  In field , these TTAs performed their duties as JTO as continuously. None 

from the administration refrained them from doing the work of JTO.  In the earlier occasions not 

only for the case of officiating JTO but also for all officiating order date of effect was always 

given retrospectively.  So the Executives of Calcutta Telephones never faced any pecuniary loss 

but in the last case without any fault at their end the officiating JTO will face pecuniary loss 

which is unjustified.  Therefore ,  I request you o intervene immediately to stop the pecuniary 

loss and do the justice to these officiating JTOs. 

 

02 PA/PS 67% Promotion :  It is being learnt that the file regarding the approval of the promotion to 

PS Cadre in 67% Quota is pending at the highest level of the CTD Administration since long.  You 

are well aware that these posts are to be approved by the Corp. Office finally.  But due to this 

abnormal delay our PA Executives are being deprived of their promotion and regularly some of them 

are retiring which makes our member very aggrieved.  Hence, you are requested to look this matter 

for immediate disposal. 

03 Frequent Gateway Problem:  Since a fortnight or so it has become a regular feature that  during peak hours 6 to 7 International Gateways are 

being down as a result B/Band Service is being interrupted causing customers dissatisfaction, repeat complain, surrender etc. In this context, we 

would like the solution of this problem immediately and permanently for the cause of CTD & BSNL as a whole. 

 Early action and discussion in this regard will be highly appreciated. 

                                                                                                                                 Thanking you,                                     

                                                                                                                                                    Yours Sincerely,  

 

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                       (PRASUN KUMAR MUKHOPADHYAY) 

                                                                                                                                         CIRCLE SECRETARY. CTD                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
 


